ContinUse Biometric - is looking for talented open-minded candidates to incorporate in its cool research team!

**Research Algorithm developer**

**Job description:**

Be a part of our research CTO team, exploring both physical and algorithmic novel applications in biomedical sensing. Research and implement a variety of technologies in the fields of signal processing, ML/DL, image processing & computer vision from the idea level.

**Requirements**

- M.Sc in EE, biomedical Engineering, Physics, Computer Science or other relevant field (B.Sc with 2-3 years of experience are welcome as well)
- Proven experience in signal processing, ML/DL, image processing and computer Vision
- Independent by nature
- Experience with Python/Matlab
- Creative and open minded
- Excellent communication skills
- Experience in Optics / bio photonics – advantage

Candidates wishing to submit CVs can apply to:  
Ran.califa@cu-bx.com